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Abstract:
Covid 19 remnants global pandemic distress and world has witnessed rigorously the
consequences. Epidemic conditions towing people to exist, many lost their life mostly Children
and Elders prone more. Many countries experimented to prevent the spread so India went with
lockdown for several days, rapt with timely norms in the form of guidelines with the support of
Law Enforcement Agencies. Facial masks and Social Distancing were followed to prevent
community spread. Impact of Covid 19 as it is still remaining in the minds of the people very
obsessed then signifies human beings to learn some moral good. Everything cannot take along
with the law; People should’ve some common sense too. The paper confers the significance of
learning some moral good which Covid situation has taught us so far, having changes in
Physical- behavioral presentation in public, avoiding vice and also explores the moral good
which has made phenomenal changes being socially and individually to build mature society
where people aware of their society is valuable, finds social conduct is virtuous.
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Introduction
All over the world Covid pandemic has materialized as major ailment it has put human beings
into rottenly, In India the effect of Covid conditions surely can be assessed with the many ways,
mostly the Psycho –Social analysis gives us the ideas how the people of India has adopted to the
conditions along with the efforts of governance.
Global efforts in surviving
Many countries followed the common strategy of lockdown and sealing down the containment
zones. But governments couldn’t take it to the long duration because of economic stability.
European countries are the first to go with the idea of locking down in the early march. More
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developed countries are more infected and lost many lives mainly United States, France, Italy
and Spain even other countries are in maximum strain no doubt. Globally, as of 18 June 2020
there have been 8,242,999 confirmed cases of Covid -19 and the death confirmed are 445,535 as
per

the record of World Health Organization (WHO Coronavirus Disease (Covid-19)

Dashboard, 2020, June 18).
Humanity lost the trust with each other!
There were practices of many sub cultures among the cultured human beings on the earth
Political, Religious, Race, Colour, greed, Caste, Class and many. When pandemic controlled
earth people on the earth are now having standards of Physical Distance from one and another
whether of same clan, Kin, Blood! There are common suspicious perceptions in everyone. Series
of death cases are affecting, self-consciousness is alarming in everyone’s mind. It is all about
having sensible mind to walk hand in hand along with Covid 19 pandemic because it needs much
time to vanish from the minds of the people. India did stepped with following preventive
techniques to prevent went with ideas of Locking down the people mobility which was denoted
as Janata Curfew. It was very much of difficult to restrain the people asking them to stay at home
to avoid common spread which will take country into hell. Here start the rules and regulations
often released by the union government with the directions to states to ensure the guidelines to
battle with the distress. Well, India responded with incredible, people accepted the conditions.
But during this condition, many things psychologically, sociologically impacted which gives us
the idea how to manage the things. Hence the objectives to know the learnings with moral good,
firstly, to study the impact of Covid 19 pandemic on the day to day life, Secondly to know the
moral learnings whether they are carried even post Corona conditions, Thirdly to assess whether
people are set to act on with modifications in the coming days.
Social Conduct and Moral Good.
Mature society manages the outbreak of any conditions where people are good in knowing the
things which generally could cause the social harm. People were adapted to the Covid conditions
where they have learnt many a things as a common sense that one shouldn’t have to need a
graduation certification. “Stay Home” is the quote mostly use by all, which could affect whole
population, it is one of the best learning people stay at home. Secondly, the “Social distance”
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followed and avoiding the social gatherings. Some other interesting things that can be listed
under these are having thirdly, “physical distance” one and another in public places strictly
followed there should be some distance. It is quite natural that moral good that man should have
some serious learning in moving with mature kind of following queue without hurry. Spitting in
public is serious kinds of sense that can’t be regulating, chewing tobacco and other substances
should be avoided. Learning outcome during the lockdown which has to be carried further by
following same sense, because post lockdown period of Covid 19 would be so terrible for the
mankind of any part of the world, hence the every actions and the regulations by the health
department and Government Home Ministry, which defines timely rules for the citizen to follow.
Similarly, it is moral learning to people just to maintain at least minimum sense to have physical
distance, in order to change their mind set to have a good social conduct.
Moral Values to be learn for the greater Social Good
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) found the idea of Moral system Utilitarianism, which denoted as
greatest good for greater number. This where exactly now global countries are adopting to
protect themselves to overcome by this Pandemic. It is not the question of being educate or
uneducated, rather it remains with sensibility.
Conditions in India
A survey has done by the National Sample Survey Organization of India puts the children of
ages 10-14 addicted to tobacco at 20 million and about 5500 new users every yearly added. Its
starts with Goa state, which banned the sale of Chewing Gums or chewing Tobacco. Tobacco is
the major reasons for the deaths in India according to The Global Tobacco Surveillance System
(GTSS). Now imagine the spitting in public is so common in India, which is hardly possible to
regulate. Followed by Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Telangana are the states went with strict ban. And
the liquor ban also worked for more than couple of months is incredible step the government of
India where chance of high contamination could be possible.
Transportation usage: People know the system followed in the airports and in metros, but why
not in Railways and in Bus stations? When do we have the practices of following in lines, as we
witnessed now during pandemic people are adapted to the conditions right? Why it’s challenging
in continue the same making it with rules that every state governments can adopt.
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Shops and other Commercial Sectors: Now people adopted to the conditions how to behave
socially during the pandemic aren’t they? Will it be same in the post Covid situations? Making
some mandatory regulations still it is possible to have distance from each other’s as mutual
respects.
Banking: Whether it is banking office are ATM, People should strictly follow the one by one
basis without entering directly in to the ATMs.
Worship Places: India is having huge belief and religious traditions; there can be possible move
from the authorities to have maintained the same kind of strict implications to create distance
from each other’s even in post Covid conditions too.
These are the most crowded place in Indian conditions where people have to adopt the Covid 19
practices presently, even in post Covid conditions people should learn moral responsibility, if not
now, when it is ? Hence, it is real time to learn some moral good.
Cleanliness and Hygiene: Swachh Bhart Abhiyan and the initiates of Union Government to
have clean India, creating awareness has still be slower until people learn some morality and
Maturity to have cleanly environment in their surroundings. Again it is in terrible conditions
where some finest cities in India are struggling to find the place dump the wastage due to over
populated settlements. How it could be possible? Solutions are still at vague. This has to start
with Local Governance. How many are matured to dump the wastage at Dust bin at the shops?
People are habituated to dump everything at the sides of Main roads, destroying the image of the
cities, Corporations, Municipalities, are failed in establishing strict rounds to have proper
wastage surveillance by having strict manage of wastages.
In Conclusion with Scandinavian Thoughts
Having “We” mentality. Yes Scandinavian secret lies beyond we concept, like minded, Respect
to the fellow citizen hence they are Happiest people on the earth. This kind of changing mindset
can bring lot of changes to have moral learnings. This is where deliberation starts with, whether
these kinds of changes are to be brought under law or people should have insight to judge being
moral good through common sense is enough to bring the changes? Cannot bring everything
under law unless people have common sense in performing Good and Bad!
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